I hope to demonstrate that, when examined side by side, these works convey an even stronger message about how imperialism has evolved since the nineteenth century.
The protagonists of each novel bear a strong resemblance to their counterparts in the other book. In Cambridge, Emily does not have any kind of influence or power over the men she encounters, not even the slaves, for, as Evelyn O'Callaghan writes, nineteenth-century English and plantation society "confined and silenced women." 5 In the same way, in A Distant Shore, Dorothy's life is marked by female insignificance: she was brought up in a family where her mother's "voice didn't count for much with Dad" (DS, 11), which is why "Mum ultimately fell silent" (DS, 10) . In her adult life, Dorothy reproduces the same pattern, first with her husband Brian, whom she allowed "to look through and beyond her, until he finally convinced himself that she did not exist" (DS, 199) , and then with her lover Mahmood, with whom she often keeps silent, "being concerned to make sure that the dominant narrative is male" (DS, 203).
The two black protagonists of Cambridge and A Distant Shore are also similar in terms of alienation. While Cambridge stands for the oppressed and the downtrodden in a predominantly racist society, the twenty-first-century political refugee Solomon has to endure racism every day, first in his African country, where he was a member of an ethnic minority, then in England, where nearly all the white people he meets reject him because he is black.
But Solomon's likeness to Cambridge also comes from the suggested association of his situation with that of a slave. In Stoneleigh, where he is "the only coloured" (DS, 45), he works as a "handyman-cum-night-watchman" (DS, 14); just like the slaves who served their white masters, he is a black man in the service of an all-white community. His "great desire to learn" (DS, 277) echoes Cambridge's Christian education in England. As for Solomon's dependence on Mr and Mrs Anderson during the first year of his stay in England, it reminds one of the slaves who, according to Emily, "are in our charge and must be provided for."
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Like the "black Hercules of a brute" (C, 41) who was forced to abandon his real name Solomon's story is the unequal treatment of black and white people in the legal system. Even though Solomon's homicide is officially considered to be a crime -therefore punishable by law -Dorothy is "not sure how hard [the police are] trying" (DS, 47) to find the culprit when she observes the way they are enquiring about the murder. This might imply that the killing of a black man is still regarded as less serious than that of a white person. Finally, in the second section of A Distant Shore, Phillips demonstrates that Solomon's migration is not so different from Cambridge's, in the sense that Solomon, too, is, in a way, forced to leave Africa. In fact, Solomon flees his country only to save his life after the government troops have massacred his family. He pays a fortune to travel in very precarious conditions in the hope of reaching England, which seems to be the country where "freedom is everything" (DS, 78). Although Solomon's forced journey takes place in the twenty-first rather than the nineteenth century, it can be viewed as a consequence of imperialism. The second section of the novel in particular serves to underline the two main reasons for the massive migration that has taken place since the second half of the twentieth century: i.e. the idealization of the 'mother country' and the wish to flee the difficult life circumstances in the former colonies, both of which appeared in the wake of European colonization and were caused by it.
Here, the differences between Cambridge's and Solomon's situations are once again outweighed by their similarities, so that the reader of the two novels can better understand that Solomon's migration is actually one of the consequences of nineteenth-century imperialist ideology. In A Distant Shore, Phillips ironizes about the English people who are intolerant of the newcomers and who do not seem to be aware of the connection between colonization and 'I'm an old traditionalist, Solomon. I want fish and chips, not curry and chips. I'm not prejudiced, but we'll soon be living in a foreign country unless somebody puts an end to all this immigration. ' (DS, 290) In saying this, he does not even realize that, at the time of colonization, the question of whether the colonized accepted the people, language, and culture of Britain could not even be considered, since these were imposed on them in their own country, without any possible discussion. Nor does Mike seem to understand that this new "'foreign country'" is in great part the result of Britain's involvement in colonization.
The last -and most obvious -alleged difference between the two novels that I would like to examine can be found in the relationship between their characters. Franca Bernabei points out that in A Distant Shore, "Phillips repeatedly shows the symbolic and literal act of knocking on someone's door," 14 a pattern that also appears in Cambridge but does not prompt the same reaction on the characters' part. While, in Cambridge, Emily "quickly closed in the door" (C, 93) in her black sentinel's face, Dorothy welcomes Solomon inside her bungalow when he knocks on her door for the first time. If it seems that Emily's "character makes evident that the shared oppression of white women and black slaves does not create the conditions for a common sisterhood," 15 Dorothy is conscious that, "like [her]," Solomon "is a lone bird" (DS, 14), which is one of the reasons why she lets him enter her house and her life.
However, this friendship might not be indicative of much change in British society.
The first reason for this is that the person who accepts Solomon in Weston is herself an outsider, also greatly in need of company. Like her African friend, Dorothy is rejected by the local people, who form "a village that is hardly going to give up its name and identity" (DS, 3) and who are thus afraid of newcomers, as is made clear both by the hate-mail Solomon receives from his neighbours and by his eventual murder. to leave him for a few days, partly because she is afraid that he might "become a problem in
[her] life" (DS, 45) and partly because she believes that her departure will be "a means of attracting Solomon to her." 19 Ledent attributes the characters' fear of becoming too close to each other to "their experience of a world plagued by solitude"; 20 a loneliness that results from oppression, and from the impact of several centuries of imperialism.
Finally, the endings of the two novels also illustrate this constant movement between a sense of community and one of detachment. In Cambridge, despite Emily's initial contempt for the slaves on the plantation, she eventually establishes friendly links with Stella, who even becomes "the legitimate substitute for Isabella," who used to be Emily's white servant. 
